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Adam Parker Smith
!e Hole LA
By Genie Davis

In his current exhibition, the artist’s fifth at this gallery, Adam 
Parker Smith employs classical sculptural forms in a fresh new way, 
featuring six large sculptures, approximately 35-feet or one cubit 
diameter.

Working in white Carrara marble on a stone pedestal, Smith’s fig-
ures (all works 2022) are resting, seated or standing, but regardless 
of position, startlingly compressed. The result is beautiful, strange 
and compelling work that resonates with our fraught present times. 
Beset by climate change, wars, inflation and other global problems, 
as well as America’s innate political and cultural stressors, a viewer 
might well feel as if the weight of the world was compressing body 
and soul much as these images are constrained.

Orchestrated and realized as a team effort, Smith conducted this 
grand rendition working with master carvers, a robot and museum 
digital research teams. The artist used 3D modeling programs to 
compress and recreate Hellenic and Baroque sculpture compacted 
into a cube. This work is homage and emotional statement; where 
once fine figures stood proud or reclined at ease, these same re-
shaped figures are confined, changed, altered, and thus redefined. 

Here are Augustus of Prima Porta, once supine, now cast in an 
impossible twisted yoga-like pose; Venus and Amor, with Venus’ 
beauty hidden, face pressed down, as if mourning, comforted by 
Amor. Even in what appears the depth of despair, her perfect fingers 
still clutch her apple. David is likewise bent and twisted, face cast 
down, unready to take on Goliath. Rock and rope remain in hand 
but clutched now like a child’s blanket. Cupid Triumphant is no 
longer so, wings compressed, turned inward, unavailable for flight. 
He is essentially standing on his head, bent double like a crushed 
butterfly. Apollo of Belvedere is likewise in a convoluted state, foot 
and hand nearly parallel.

These beautifully rendered figures are forced to fit in the marble 
boxes they were chiseled from. They amuse and confound, requiring 
the viewer to decipher not just what figures they are reimagined 
from, but to become reacquainted with their characters. One cannot 
view fearless David in quite the same way after seeing him here, 
in his redefined, agonizingly twisted shape. If this is what we have 

made of our heroes, our 
gods long past, what are 
we to make of ourselves, 
our futures? For Smith, the 
humor inherent in reshap-
ing takes precedence over 
angst and cultural anxiety. 
Having previously used 
resin and pasta noodles to 
reconfigure Greek urns and 
Meissen vases, his true pur-
pose is engaging viewers to 
reconsider how they look at 
these classic forms.

Removing the distance 
and reverence with which 
we’ve endowed these 
sculptures over time, crush-
ing it as the exhibition title 
suggests, we can view the 
figures more personally, 
see them in a fresh light, 
adore not the high regard 
with which they have been 
anointed but rather their 
beautifully realistic human 

forms. Making these figures vulnerable allows the viewer to witness 
them more personally, to realize that even within their perfection 
there is struggle, and alongside their strength is the weakness of 
being alive. Smith takes these classic forms and locates them in our 
relatable present. 

Sergej Jensen
Regen Projects
By Ezrha Jean Black

In his current show, “The Adult Light,” Sergej Jensen seems intent 
upon demonstrating his capacity for conventional, gestural painting 
(and for that matter, chromatics), as well as the subtle auto-construc-
tions of stitched and collaged fabrics and pigments he is already 
known for, though he does this (naturally) in a slightly perverse way. 
The viewer was immediately confronted with two similarly scaled 
oil paintings on linen (as distinct from the sewn linen—where an 
approximate grid of irregular fragments of linen or other fabrics are 
stitched together in some fashion to construct the finished support). 
Here, Jensen builds up thick brushstrokes of variously pale or bright, 
light or leaden hues into furry textured specimens we may be per-
suaded are a Pink Dog (all works 2022) and Blue Dog. The subject 
simply confirms the fact of the painting-image.  

The gesture here may be both artist’s and subject’s. Consider a 
pair of mascaraed shut eyes (in 
Pink Dog) worked over as if for 
a fashion runway, the charcoal 
bonbon of a nose wedged be-
tween those waves of white fur 
and an embankment of paws. 
There are suggestions of that 
other Jensen in a flourish of 
pale pink (like a ghosted bird) 
scraped away from the deeper 
rose-amber of the background. 
Blue Dog takes a slightly more 
transitional approach, the dog’s 
undercarriage lost between 
crisscrossing brushstrokes 
scarcely differentiated from the 
blue surround, the eye a mere 
slit echoing figures in Jensen’s 
more straightforwardly abstract 
work. That ‘slit’ recurs else-
where—most prominently in 
one of two much larger (by at 
least 30 inches in height and 20 
in width), almost forbidding works with the presence of bronze doors 
(both Untitled). The seams are pronounced in both, but fewer in 
the more deeply coppery of the two, where the slit intrudes from 
the left like a blade.  In its darker companion, the seams are em-
bossed-welded into a cage-like grid, as if in black cast iron. Heavy 
vertical brushstrokes of crimson fingers or flames seem to lick at 
the grid as if from within this cage, with the associations one would 
expect given the state of the world.   

On more familiar terrain—here, a ‘ghosted’, vaguely architectural 
silhouette (a UV-printed image) in eliding shades of rose, lavender 
and mauve, fading behind a scrim of white, Jensen conveys a sense 
of impatience with his own repertoire of both subject and technique, 
titling the work, Inachevé—less a description of its finished or un-
finished state than a suggestion of what lies beyond it. As it turns 
out, that’s a lot. Jensen moves between dense, richly pigmented, 
almost neo-expressionist studies, to Rymanesque maximal-mini-
malist (e.g., what looks like a bone-scan sunk into roughly gridded 
white stippled linen with glimmers of rose or mauve underpainting), 
to a slightly Richteresque Abstraktes Bild progression of ridges and 
washes in half-tone grays and whites. For several of the works, the 
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Adam Parker Smith, Apollo of Belvedere, 2022. 
Courtesy of The Hole L.A.

Sergej Jensen, Pink Dog, 2022. Photo by 
Sergej Jensen, Courtesy Regen Projects.

artist identifies the re-sewn linen as “moneybags.” Without verifi-
cation, it occurred to me that Rihanna (a photograph from one of 
her concerts provides the image for one of the paintings) would 
appreciate the specificity.  

!eodore Svenningsen
Torrance Art Museum
By David S. Rubin

Since 1985, Theodore Svenningsen has been working sporadical-
ly on “Primitive Structures,” an ongoing series of paintings, mostly 
black and white, that are seductive at surface level, yet purposefully 
unsettling upon closer inspection. When viewing the 12 works from 
the 36-year survey at the Torrance Art Museum, we are immediately 
drawn into each composition by quiet bursts of atmospheric light 
filled with tiny flecks of paint that suggest mist, fog, smoke or water, 
the presence of which serves to establish a mood of mystery and 
intrigue. Within these enigmatic settings, Svenningsen has staged 
a variety of ominous scenarios, most of which are seen behind ar-
chitectural grids that bar us from entrance and thereby turn us into 
witnesses rather than participants. In some examples we seem 
to have stumbled upon strange apparitions of floating objects or 
anthropomorphic statues, while others provide encounters with 
abandoned ritualistic structures, the most recent of which house 
volcano-like eruptions.  

Having earned BA and MA degrees in philosophy in his youth, 
Svenningsen approaches painting much like a philosopher would, 
by asking questions. Specifically, his position is that our universe is 
composed of more that we don’t know than that we do know, and 
he represents this idea metaphorically or allegorically by making 
works that appear in some way illogical or quixotic. In Structure 
(1985), the earliest painting of the series, three details suggest that 

there is more than meets 
the eye and thus impel us 
to want to know more. In 
the center of the compo-
sition, the continuity of a 
purple cage-like structure is 
broken where a connecting 
strip has either come loose 
or was never finished. In 
the lower background, light 
visible through a pointed 
arch-shaped crevice in the 
wall suggests that some-
thing mystical or ritualistic 
is occurring behind it, while 
a similar effect is achieved 
at the top of the painting 
by the presence of a hang-
ing thread that simulates 
lightning.

In a group of shaped 
paintings from 1986, Sven-
ningsen forsakes elabo-
rate details in favor of a 
more minimal approach, 
with three of the paintings 
themselves trapezoidal and 

another resembling an hourglass. In shaping the paintings as such, 
Svenningsen transforms each into an artifact from an unknown time 
or place. For the two examples painted in color, he employs the 
greens and oranges of popsicles or Kool-Aid, causing the contents 
of their interiors to seem liquefied. In the orange version, a caged 
funnel suggests a scientific experiment is taking place.

As reflections of the instability of the present-day zeitgeist, the 
newest black-and-white paintings offer a particularly effective wake-

up call. Painted in 2021 during Covid lockdown, The Lighted Tower 
and The Lighted Structure both contain a central image of a conical 
tower within which an explosive emulsion is tumultuously rumbling 
as its fumes permeate their surrounding environments. In the latter, 
the turbulence is enveloped by a petrified forest of brittle vegeta-
tion stripped bare, a haunting reminder of current threats posed 
by climate change, political unrest and constantly mutating viruses.

Warren Neidich
Museum of Neon Art
by John David O’Brien

The elusive relationship of the brain and the mind has always 
fascinated without ever quite being resolvable. It is as though we 
collectively hold the convoluted gray mass that constitutes the brain 
in suspension with respect to its relationship to the entity whose 
non-physical indefinability is 
connected, although unclearly.

The chart of line drawings 
on the wall function as a kind 
of glossary or index. They have 
been identified by the artist, 
Warren Neidich, as correspond-
ing to the shapes mapping the 
folds on the outer layer of the 
brain. These glyphs, quasi-let-
ters and jotted lines are used 
in combinations both painted 
and in the form of neon lights 
as a kind of nonliteral explora-
tion of the mind as transcribed 
brain lines. The rationale for 
creating these installations and 
paintings goes far beyond their 
physical presence, reaching out 
to induce the viewer to consider 
philosophical and conceptual 
questions about the accumula-
tion of information and use of 
that accumulation by capitalism. Sometimes the connection is lit-
erally beyond a viewer’s theoretic grasp, yet the experience of the 
exhibition is intense.

Neon light and color has always existed in darkness. The way 
it pierces the dark with its deeply saturated colors is shocking yet 
physically engaging. Neon is normally viewed in animated progres-
sion, and the installations in the exhibitions avail themselves of lights 
flickering both on and off, and multiple reflections of those lights in 
mirrored surfaces, as well as light moving inside the glass tubing to 
ensnare the viewer’s attention.

The hanging sculpture Brain Without Organs (all works undated) 
is comprised of white neon tubing that mimics the folds on the outer 
layer of the brain. These sulci, grooves and gyri flicker, illuminated in 
a space containing stenciled words and reflective walls. The words 
are neologisms that range from relatively comprehensible to less 
decipherable. It is through this language that the artist brings the 
viewer into contact with the larger picture which has been dubbed 
by the artist, neuroaesthetics. This approach works with the accel-
eration of information technology that is pumped into our mind 
through our eyes, and the artist wants us to consider how that effects 
the brain development.

The connection between these brightly lit works and these much 
broader themes is particularly evident in one work; it is in a smaller 
gallery and illuminated by black light. The fluorescent paintings 
that are activated in the space are illustrations of the brain, or stud-
ies for the installation. Just inside the entrance, one of the works 
shows fragments cut from newspapers and collaged alongside 
the glowing patches of paint. Political figures and writing about 

Theodore Svenningsen, Structure, 1985. 
Courtesy of the artist.

Warren Neidich, “The Brain Without Organs: 
Aporia of Care,” detail, 2022. Image courtesy 
of the Museum of Neon Art. .
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